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Abstract: The readability of online health information involves several factors
in communication, including textual factors in verbal messaging and de-
mographics relating to the readership, both of which impact on access to health
information for first language (L1) and second language (L2) individuals in the
Australian community. This research aims to identify the issues inherent in
health texts as well as different readers’ comprehension of the information in
them. The paper focuses first on the readability of sample health texts, and the
extent to which difficult elements can be identified by the standard readability
measures (Flesch-Kincaid, SMOG), as well as psycholinguistically informed
measures of reading ease developed by Co-Matrix for general (L1) and L2
readers: TERA and Coh-Metrix L2. Coh-Metrix L2 points to linguistic factors that
particularly challenge L2 readers of health information. A complementary
study using eye-tracking was carried out to investigate the reading behaviours
of 30 L1 and L2 participants seeking information from a health website. Sta-
tistically significant differences were found between L1 and L2 participants in
their reading patterns, with L2 readers working more slowly and less reliably
through online information. The findings highlight the need for health com-
municators to embrace the greater reading challenges for L2 users of the
Internet.
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1 Introduction: corpus linguistic research and the
readability of health information

Corpus linguistics lends itself to diverse kinds of research on language and its uses.
Pioneers such as Geoffrey Leech1 and his European and American colleagues in
corpus constructionwere the dark energy in the expanding universe of research on
elements of English grammar and discourse, and the structures of written and
spoken communication.1 In the 21st century, corpus-based research continues to
expand, embracing the reception of different communicative styles, and how
textual information is accessed and understood by different readers. This takes us
from text linguistics into sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics (cf. McEnery and
Hardie 2012: 193–8), and from language variation to language processing. Both
sides of the coin are embraced in this paper’s focus on the accessibility of online
health information.

Here we are primarily concerned with the contextual aspects of communica-
tion, including demographic issues in accessing health information, and health
literacy in the Australian community. Though English is the dominant language in
Australia, large numbers of non-English-speaking people arrive as immigrants
every year. Up to a third of those from China, Korea, Vietnam indicate in the
national censuses that their proficiency in English is low. In targeted campaigns on
health, safety or legal rights, the Australian government may provide information
in multiple community languages. But much information is committed to English
on the internet, and its readability or otherwise is the key to citizens’ access towhat
they may need to know.

Readability is the key focus in both parts of this study. In what follows we first
compare the readability of samples from a customised corpus of health texts, using
standard and linguistically informed readability tools, to measure the difficulty or
ease of reading that the texts are likely to pose for first- and second-language
(L1 and L2) users of English. To complement the textual analysis, we sought in-
sights into readability from the reader’s point of view. This entailed an online
experiment using eye-tracking to gather evidence of adults’ reading behaviour and
test their ability to extract information from a government health website.Working
with L1 and L2 English-speakers, we found marked differences in their reading
profiles, reading speed, and comprehension. All these need to be taken into ac-
count in designing online content for diverse readerships.

1 Leechwas the prime-mover in the 1960s of the of the LOB (Lancaster–Oslo–Bergen) corpus, and
in the 1990s of the British National corpus.
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In the following we focus first on the linguistic issues in the readability of
health texts for L1 and L2 readers (Sections 1 and 2). Section 3 presents the research
methodologies: for the text-based study comparing alternative readability metrics
(Section 4), and for the experimental study of online users (L1 and L2) accessing a
health website (Section 5). The implications are summarized in Section 6.

2 Research on accessing online information

This section reports selected research on the key issues under investigation. Public
access to online health information is firstly conditioned by contextual factors,
including the demographics of literacy and health literacy. Beyond them, access to
health informationmaydependon the languageandaccessibility of the text. Standard
readability tools are widely used to satisfy public requirements, though their fitness-
for-purpose in relation to Australia’s diverse community requires closer scrutiny. But
just how easy or difficult a text may really be for L1 and L2 users of English calls for
experimental methods such as eye-tracking. These four factors are dealt with in turn.

2.1 Demographics, literacy and health literacy

Linguistic and cultural diversity in the Australian community makes for uneven
access to health information on the internet.2 More than 20% of Australian
households use a language other than English (LOTE). The proportion of L2
speakers of English is much higher among newly arrived immigrants, and
although themajority shift to English in the second generation (Forrest et al. 2018),
the shift to English takes more than one generation for LOTE groups whomaintain
their language through religious practice or independent schools,most notably the
Greek and Lebanese (Arabic-speaking) communities (Forrest and Dandy 2017).
They, like many Asian communities, tend to report lower levels of their own pro-
ficiency in English,3 and cast doubt on their reading skills.

The levels of literacy within L1 communities in Australia are also quite variable,
reflecting different levels of education, especially in rural and remote communities.
Many older Australian adults (about half of them) did not complete their school
education, andaremore than twice as likely tohavepoor literacy skills.4 Their ability

2 Australian Digital Inclusion Index (2018), https://digitalinclusionindex.org.au/.
3 Australian Bureau of Statistics Report on Census 2016.
4 http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/4228.0Main+Features12006%20%
28Reissue%29_scores and skill levels.
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to access the internet for autodidactic purposes is also a limiting factor. Indigenous
people tend to lack skills and experience in using the internet because they typically
dependonmobile phoneswith costly internet service provision. Older peoplewhose
exposure to the internet comes late in life often need help to access the internet
successfully. Those with limited physical, visual or cognitive capabilities are also
prevented from taking full advantage of the internet.

Assessments of the levels of literacy in the Australian community come from
the survey by PIAAC (Programme for the International Assessment of Adult
Competencies).5 It found that about 46% of Australians have limited reading
skills – i.e. below Level 3 of its six levels. This means that while they are able to
extract limited information from their reading, they cannot perform more abstract
mental tasks or construct meaning across multiple paragraphs and texts. Their
comprehension of the text is tied to thewordswritten, and theymake only low level
inferences from them.

General literacy skills are an important factor in health literacy, although
current understandings of the latter (Liu et al. 2020) conceptualise it in different
ways: as a knowledge set, or a set of skills, or a hierarchy of functions (functional–
interactive–critical).6 Yet the distinction between medical knowledge and lan-
guage skills can become blurred in the use of standard health literacy instruments
such as REALM7 (Elder et al. 2012: 209–210), showing how participants who can
pronounce medical words may not define them accurately. In assessing the health
literacy of a representative population of Australians, Elder et al. reported that
their L2 participants had consistently lower scores on all REALM’s language
measures. This tallies with a study of health literacy among L2 older Chinese-
Canadian women accessing colon cancer information (Todd and Hoffman-Goetz
2011), which found that their understanding of it was significantly lowerwhen they
received it in English as opposed to Chinese. Apart from the limited health
knowledge and understanding associated with low health literacy, other studies
(e.g. Diviani et al. 2016) found the ability to evaluate online health information
correlates negatively with low health literacy.

The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare compiles a regular Australia’s
Health report,8 based on statistics from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
including those shown in Table 1 below. The data indicate that more than half of

5 PIAAC is alignedwith CEFR, the Common European Framework for Foreign Language Learning.
6 See Beaunoyer et al.’s (2017: page) definition: “not only … the ability of patients to seek and
understand health information, but also… the capacity to evaluate and to use the information…

to make sound decisions about health-related issues”.
7 REALM (Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine).
8 https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/australias-health/health-literacy.
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the population (59%) have low or insufficient health literacy. The results below do
not differentiate L1 and L2 speakers of English, though in light of Elder et al.’s
(2012) research we would expect disproportionate numbers of L2 citizens to be in
levels 1 and 2, not to mention immigrant workers on temporary visas. The L1/L2
difference overall was broadly confirmed in the report’s accompanying commen-
tary: that 43% of those born in Australia had adequate health literacy skills,
compared with 33% of those born overseas.

The ABS noted that the percentage of those with adequate or better level of
health literacy (Levels 3/4: 41%) is less than that for general literacy (54%) and
numeracy (47%). In fact, both literacy and numeracy skills are needed to under-
stand everyday health information, as confirmed experimentally by Galesic and
Garcia-Retamero (2011). Unsurprisingly, the report found that higher levels of
health literacy (Levels 3/4) were associatedwith higher levels of education (having
completed secondary or tertiary qualifications).

2.2 Language and textual factors in accessing information

Linguistic obstacles to accessing health information have been identified in
research at all levels of language, in the lexical, syntactic and discoursal makeup
of the text.

The lexical problem for non-proficient readers confronted by “long” words
reflects their unfamiliarity with the polysyllabic words used in expository and
formal writing. A similar problem in reading health information is “hard words”,
i.e. technical terms from medicine and health care not previously encountered.

Table : Proportions of the Australian population with different levels of health literacy.

Levels
/

% Adequate/more than adequate health lit-
eracy. Level  is deemed the minimum for
everyday life needs.

Can combine information in text and
a graph to assess the safety of a
product

Level  % Limited health literacy skills Difficulties such as finding health
care information on a bottle of
medicine

Level  % Inadequate health literacy skills Difficulty in drawing a line on a
container to show what a third of it
would be.

9 Statistics from an ABS (Australian Bureau of Statistics) report Australian Social Trends 4102.
0 June 2009.
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Identifying the words likely to be unfamiliar to adult readers cannot be done as for
school students, based on graded textbooks to which they are exposed (McNamara
et al. 2014). Word frequency statistics of the more and less common words used in
general reading matter, e.g. newspapers, are likewise inappropriate for deciding
the difficulty of words and terms used in technical texts (Smith and Taffler 1992). A
corpus of general reading matter can nevertheless be used as a reference corpus to
identify the “keywords” in specialised texts (Scott 2013), i.e. words which occur
disproportionately in specialised writing. Research on the language of online
cancer websites for professional readers and for the general public confirmed
marked differences between the keywords inmaterial designed for the two types of
reader (Peters et al. 2016). The keyword differences included the use of technical as
well as semi-technical medical terms (e.g. cytology, clinical) in professional online
information. This suggests keyness is more salient than sheer frequency in iden-
tifying technical terms likely to be unfamiliar to nonspecialist readers. The pres-
ence of technical terms in health information, according to Kauchak and Leroy
(2016), correlatedwith both the perceived and actual difficulties of the language for
such readers.

Lexical density has been little researched in assessing the readability of health
information, though concentrations of information-bearing words are undoubt-
edly challenging even for proficient readers. Some intuitive understanding of
lexical density was found in research by Gemoets et al. (2004: 870–2) in materials
designed for a broad patient-centred readership versus those for patient self-care.
In texts for the individual patient, the density ratio was 54%, whereas those for the
patient population was somewhat lower at 44%. Yet both densities were above the
threshold for written texts (Ure 1971), and neither would be very accessible. Lexical
density was included by Clerehan et al. (2005) in their framework for analysing the
quality of health texts for patients, but it has not been taken up in any widely used
readability assessment (pace Coh-Metrix, see Section 2.3).

Research on sentence complexity and readability has identified many difficult
elements of sentence construction, in subordinate and embedded structures,
which add layers of meaning but increase the processing demands on human and
machine readers alike. Researchers in computational linguistics (Nenkova et al.
2010: 225) found that parse tree depth (i.e. layers of subordination) is a significant
indicator of textual difficulty. Readability researchers have noted the issue in
relation to the number and average length of subordinate clauses in the sentence
(Giles and Still 2005). Relative clauses were used almost twice as often in material
for the individual patient as in general health information (Gemoets et al. 2004).
Other kinds of syntactic complexity lie in the frequent use of pre- and/or post-
modified noun phrases reported by Biber et al. (1999: 578) in academic and
informative writing, and predictably in technical and scientific writing. The
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frequency of prepositional phrases has been linked to language density (Gemoets
et al. 2004; Giles and Still 2005; Collins-Thompson 2014), because they add
complexity to the construction of clauses.

Cohesion between clauses and sentences is important in expository and
scientific writing with the use of logical connectors (e.g. contrastive but, causal/
consequential so), while time/space connectors help to build narrative structures.
Psycholinguistic research on the reading process (McNamara and Kintsch 1996)
underscores the importance of semantic connections between sentences for low-
knowledge readers, helping them to process the text and supporting the con-
struction of ideas. Greater amounts of word overlap and semantic coreferentiality
can be found in graded texts for lower level students (McNamara et al. 2014).
Comparable research by Plakans and Bilki (2016) used cohesion patterns to
investigate the grading of textbooks for ESL (English as a Second Language) stu-
dents. Cohesion-related factors are built into the Coh-Metrix readability metrics
(see next section).

2.3 Readability tools for assessing text difficulty and ease of
reading

Despite the numerous elements of language that can contribute to reading diffi-
culty, the standard readability tools (Flesch-Kincaid, SMOG) work only on the
average length of words, and of sentences. More comprehensive linguistic ana-
lyses are offered by the two Coh-metrix tools discussed in (iii) below.
(i) The Flesch-Kincaid readability metric originated with Flesch (1948), as a way

of rating the difficulty of school texts and other general reading material on a
100% scale, based on the average length of all words in the text divided by the
number of sentences.10 The Flesch scale lends itself to large-scale research on
digital documents, such as relative readability of the different sections in
newspapers (Flaounas et al. 2013). Flaounas et al. demonstrated that most
readable sections were sports and art, and the least readable were politics,
environment and science (including medicine).11 Kincaid (1975) adapted
Flesch’s % metric to align it with American school grades, and to allow for
readability ratings in adult technical education. The Flesch-Kincaid scores

10 Some versions of Flesch-Kincaid refer also to the average number of syllables, where there is a
large syllable-analysed lexicon available for reference, e.g., Celex lexical database at http://celex.
mpi.nl.
11 This might be presumed, since medicine was not listed separately among the 17 sections
assessed.
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have been validated against school textbooks up to intermediate high school
grades, but the scores are only approximate for grades 11, 12 and tertiary or
adult education. They are not designed for analysing the readability of
technical texts, or the suitability of texts for particular socio-ethnic groups,
such as second language (L2) readers.

(ii) The SMOG index (McLaughlin 1969) tackles the issue of readability by
focusing on the proportion of low frequency words in the text as a measure of
its technicality. It makes a useful diagnostic for health texts, which neces-
sarily contain non-everyday health terms even when intended for the general
reader. SMOG’s focus on technical vocabulary is sufficient to assess read-
ability in health communication in the areas of depression and medication,
according toWang et al. (2013), despite the general recommendation of others
(e.g. Giles and Still 2005) that syntactic densitymeasures should also be used.
SMOG is still the most consistent tool for assessing community access to
health information, and best suited to health needs (Beaunoyer et al. 2017)
because it works on 100%expected comprehension in assigning grade scores,
rather than 75% as by Flesch–Kincaid.

(iii) Coh-Metrix: TERA and L2. The Coh-Metrix readability tools were developed in
the early 2000s by collaboration between educators and their psycholin-
guistic and linguistic colleagues. They are designed to capture cognitive as-
pects of the reading process (McNamara et al. 2014: ch.5), and especially
elements of the text that support meaning construction within and across
sentences (Coh-Metrix embraces a wide range of 105 lexical, syntactic and
cohesive factors that contribute to the ease or difficulty of the text for readers,
embracing the full range of linguistic elements discussed in Section 2.2
above). Selections of factors can be combined for different research purposes,
but Coh-Metrix also makes available two well-validated subsets from its
website at University of Memphis,12 as described below.
– The Coh-Metrix TERA (Text Ease and Readability Assessor) app combines

five of the Co-Metrix factors for analysing the readability of school readers
in different subject areas from history to social science (McNamara et al.
2014). It has been used to discriminate authentic from crafted texts
(Crossley et al. 2011), and to critique the intended levels of difficulty in
graded language learning texts (Plakans andBilki 2016). The five factors of
TERA are described in Section 4.2.

– Coh-Metrix L2, as its name suggests, was designed to identify the relative
readability of texts for L2 readers. It consists of three factors known fromL2
reading research to contribute to problems in text comprehension, and to

12 Coh-Metrix, University of Memphis.
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reflect limitations in the language resources that L2 readers can bring to
reading and extracting meaning from the text. Coh-Metrix L2 norms are
based on high school instructional texts (Crossley et al. 2008: 481), i.e. the
kind of reading material which L2 learners are likely to be familiar with.
Although Coh-Metrix L2 has yet to be formally validated, its ratings have
aligned positively with other indicators (McNamara 2014). Its three factors
are described in Section 3.2.

2.4 Experimental approaches focusing on readers’
comprehension and reading behaviour online

Several kinds of experimental techniques have been used to bridge the gap
between the text and readers’ comprehension of it. They provide important
triangulation on the readability assessments provided by readability tools, and
contribute to benchmarking the levels of comprehension expected at different
grade levels. Datasets have been gathered from experimental groups of readers
on specific aspects of given texts, including the predictability of the syntax,
based on close tests (Gemoets et al. 2004); the impact of “hard words” in reading
texts on readers’ response to them (Kauchak and Leroy 2016), and understanding
of the factual information in the text, checked by comprehension tests. More
holistic information on readers’ understanding of texts can be gathered by think-
aloud protocol analysis, and can be interconnected with individual data
collected on variables such as their age, level of education, and use of their L1
(and L2).

Computerized eye-tracking equipment is increasingly used as a research tool
to document how readers work through information on screen (van Gog and Jar-
odzka 2013). Eye-tracking monitors the direction of the reader’s gaze and eye
movements, how often they fixate on particular words and phrases, and individual
dwell times on them. Eye-tracking methods are used by educational researchers to
improve online instructional materials, and to shed light on visual expertise
(Jarodzka et al. 2017), or to assess language proficiency using L2 readers’ gaze
patterns (Berzak et al. 2018). Eye-tracking records are in themselves ambiguous,
since longer dwell times may correlate with difficult patches in the text, or ones of
particular interest to the reader. Eye-tracking methods do need to be used in
conjunctionwith other experimental techniques (Bergstromand Schall 2014), such
as think-aloud protocols immediately after the eye-tracking session.
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3 Methodology: readability testing of Australian
online health information

3.1 Corpus of online health information

To explore the readability and accessibility of health information for readers across
the Australian community, we created a research corpus of online health texts
totalling over 2.5 million words. It includes different registers and text-types, i.e.
online articles onmedical research as well as web-based text and pdf attachments,
from health websites managed by government departments, hospitals and com-
munity support groups. The texts may be intended for general readers or health
professionals, according to the sections of the website from which they came. The
selection of texts includes major health topics, including eight common types of
cancer, and areas of long-term community health care, e.g. dementia, depression,
epilepsy, mental health and suicide prevention.

In the following readability analysis, we selected corpus texts relating to
mental health and dementia: (i) a longitudinal medical research project; and (ii)
and a report by government health agency, both aimed at professional readers.
These we compared with (iii), an online article on issues in dementia from theNew
Scientist magazine designed for the general public.

3.2 Readability testing of selected health texts in mental
health and dementia

All three texts were graded for readability by the standard readability checkers to
establish their difficulty relative to the conventional (Flesch–Kincaid) school grades,
and as proxy for the relative technicality of their vocabulary (SMOG). The texts were
analysed according to two Coh-Metrix tools: TERA, to establish their general ease of
reading; and Coh-ML2, regarding their ease of reading for L2 readers.

∗TERA bases its assessment on the following factors in readability:

– narrativity, whether the text has a story-like sequence, and deals with
familiar things in everyday conversational language

– syntactic simplicity, identifying the presence of short sentences with
common syntactic structures that are easy to process

– word concreteness, i.e. content words that evoke mental images easy to
grasp and understand

– referential cohesion, identifying words and meanings that overlap across
sentences, forming explicit ties to develop ideas in the text

– deep cohesion, i.e. the causal and other logical relationships expressed
between events, processes and actions within the text, to provide overall
coherence.
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TERAprovidesmultilayered reports on the language factors being analysed,with a
percentage score and a verbal comment to explain how it supports the reader,
shown in Figure 1 below. Higher scores imply greater ease of reading. These are
combined by TERA into an estimated grade level, typically slightly higher than the
Flesch–Kincaid score given for reference.

∗Coh-Metrix L2 analysis is based on three indices of reading ease, those considered
most crucial for L2 users of English in understanding the meaning of a text:

– syntactic similarity, i.e. consistency in the underlying syntax of successive
sentences, avoiding preliminary adverbial adjuncts

– familiarity of lexis, using high-frequency words likely to be encountered in
speech and general reading

– content word overlap, explicit cohesion between the lexical words forming
links across sentences, not relying on semantic implicatures

– These three factors are combined in a weighted score detailed below in
Section 4.2.2 and in Table 3.

3.3 Experimental testing of online reading behaviour using
eye-tracking

To investigate how readers actually process online health information, we
designed an eye-tracking experiment13 to trace their mind’s eye moving across
the website’s pages when seeking particular information. The reader’s average
fixation time on individual features of a page offers a measure of reading skill, as
is their success in finding and reporting the information sought. We also
debriefed participants on their experience of using the website to clarify ambi-
guities in the eye-tracking record, and their insights into the process of reading
online.

Following Ethics Approval by Macquarie University, we recruited as experi-
mental participants 30 individual parents of young children at two of Macquarie
University’s childcare centres, almost all aged between 30 and 45. The group
consisted of 14 native-speakers of English (L1), and 16 non-native-speakers (L2)
with Mandarin or Cantonese as their first language, who reported having used
English for at least 10 years. All except one had completed tertiary level education,

13 We would like acknowledge the outstanding work of Dr. Sijia Chen in the management of this
experiment.
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and a majority (17) had post-secondary professional qualifications. All except one
worked as professional or administrative staff at the university. These biodatawere
gathered in a briefing before the eye-tracking session itself, following their consent
to participate in the experiment.

During each 1 h eye-tracking session, the participants accessed an Australian
government website on immunisation. The eye-tracking equipment measured
where and how long the participants focused on particular elements of content on
individual web pages. Their mouse clicks were also registered as they worked
through the website in search of specific information on children’s vaccinations,
which they were tasked to find (7 tasks). Their answers were logged electronically
at the end of each task. At the end of the session, they were debriefed on their
experience of using the website and its design elements, which was recorded as a
post-session think-aloud.

4 Findings: readability assessments of sample
online health texts

4.1 Flesch-Kincaid and SMOG results

The findings reported below is based on equal samples of 30 sentences from the
three health texts, 10 each extracted from the start, middle and end of each text.
This sampling procedure is required by SMOG, and was used for Flesch-Kincaid as
well to facilitate direct comparisons.We used the readable.io website as the source
for both readability tools.

Table : Flesch–Kincaid and SMOG ratings for the three sample health texts.

Flesch-Kincaid SMOG

Sample  “ACTIVE” – medical research text . .
Sample  ”Defying Dementia” – popular science text . .
Sample  “Fifth National Plan” – health administration text . .

14 The scores shown are notionally equivalent to school grades 1–12; grades 13+would be tertiary
level education. See Appendix for sample sentences from each text.
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The results from each sample form a similar ratio in each case with the Flesch-
Kincaid grade score lower than the SMOG score. SMOG’s tendency to return higher
grade assessments iswell knownbut remains a usefulmeasure of the technicality of
the lexis used (Wang et al. 2013). What is remarkable here is themuch higher SMOG
rating for the New Scientist text, indicating that some technical language is needed
to discuss health care even in a journalistic style of writing.

Both readability tools rank the three sample texts the same way, finding the text
from New Scientistmuch more readable than the other two, as we might expect. Less
predictable are the rather close results for the first and third texts. The high rating for
the health policy document is somewhat surprising, given that it is intended for
community medical workers on mental heath and suicide prevention. A closer in-
spection showed thatboth texts contained terminologyandabstract constructs relating
to their subject matter, which is likely to make them less accessible to the general
reader.

4.2 Coh-Metrix assessments of ease of reading for the three
text samples

4.2.1 Results from TERA (Text Ease and Readability Assessor)

The TERA profiles for the three mental health/dementia texts analysed above in
Section 4 are shown below in Figure 1. Comparing the three texts, TERA finds that
the first is very low in narrativity, and relies on referential and deep cohesion to
connect the sequence of ideas. It lacks the everyday speech-like vocabulary of
narrative as reflected in its lowish percentage of concrete words. These two com-
ponentsmean that non-scientific readerswill probably struggle to grasp its content,
despite the cohesive elements within the text. All these factors make it the least
readable or accessible of the three texts.

The second (popular science) text on dementia rates far higher than the others
on narrativity, designed as it is for non-specialists. Its percentages for syntactic
simplicity and word concreteness are a good deal higher than the others, and its
easily grasped words probably help to cover the gaps in referential cohesion. Its
concrete vocabulary also supports a remarkably high percentage for deep cohesion,
i.e. for making explicit the logical/causal relationships between things. Its rela-
tively high percentages on four of TERA components make it the easiest of the three
texts for accessing health information.

The individual TERA results for the third (administrative) text on managing
mental health and suicide prevention resemble those of the clinical trial report in
some ways. It is similarly low in narrativity, but its vocabulary is rather more
concrete, and its use of referential cohesion is substantially higher. This makes its
content rather more accessible than that of the clinical text, although its lower
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rating on deep cohesion means that logical relationships among its statements
(e.g. cause and effect) are less clear. All things considered, it is somewhat easier
than the scientific text, but still challenging to the general reader.

Figure 1: Coh-metrix TERA assessments on three mental health ∼ dementia texts.
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The five indices of easability included in TERA include many of the lin-
guistic factors discussed in Section 2.2, which research has found to impact on
readability and readers’ access to health information. Aspects of lexical fa-
miliarity are assessed by the narrativity and concrete vocabulary factors, lexical
density and syntactic complexity via syntactic simplicity, and textual cohesion
via referential and deep cohesion. As demonstrated, they also highlight aspects
of the texts that limit their comprehensibility, suggesting linguistic strategies
for reducing the demands theymake on their intended readers. The TERA scores
help to analyse the reading skills needed for accessing and making sense of
the information contained in the text. They allow community educators to
compare the TERA estimated grade level with the categories of reading profi-
ciency enshrined in international literacy standards as used by PIAAC (see
Section 2.1).

4.2.2 Coh-Metrix L2

While the five factors in the Coh-metrix TERA assessor are designed to represent
the common complexities of reading texts, the three used in Coh-metrix L2 focus
on aspects of language that suggest how easily L2 readers can cope with the text.
They focus on the essential processes of reading: decoding words in more or less
predictable syntactic structures, and continuous construction of meaning within
the text.

Factor 1 (lexical analysis) focuses on the average frequencies of words in
the text, referenced to written words in the 17 million word Celex database,
which provides a text-independent measure of the likely familiarity of the text’s
vocabulary for L2 learners. Factor 2 registers the similarity or otherwise of the
text’s syntactic structures from sentence to sentence: whether they are used
consistently and predictably, or continually varied and therefore challenging to
L2 readers. This factor is sensitive to the often varied structures (especially
adverbial phrases) used at the beginnings of English sentences (Collins-
Thompson 2014). Factor 3 assesses the extent of content word overlap in
adjacent sentences, to assist readers in finding the semantic connections that
build ideas sequentially within the text. Its focus on content words only high-
lights the importance of regular explicit references for L2 readers, not relying on
pronouns as well, as does the referential cohesion factor used by TERA. The
three factors are individually weighted within a composite score, as shown in
Table 3 below.
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Coh-ML2 returned somewhat different assessments of the relative difficulty
of the three text samples in the field of mental health/dementia to those returned
by TERA (see Section 4.2.1). The weighted scores put the three texts much closer
to each other, as shown in the bottom line of Table 3 above. The biggest surprise is
that the scientific text rates as the easiest/most readable of the three texts, while
the journalistic and administrative texts fall together behind it, despite differ-
ences in the factor scorings. This probably reflects the fact that the norms for Coh-
ML2 are based on instructional texts, and thus appropriate for L2 readers whose
English is based on educational contexts of learning. It would underestimate the
difficulty of health texts for L2 readers who learned English in informal spoken
contexts.

The sizable difference in easability between the science and administrative
texts aligns with Biber’s (1988) findings for their respective genres, especially on
his dimension no. 3 (explicit v. situation-dependent reference), and no. 6 (online
informational elaboration). The scientific text is more explicit about its content,
and does not rely on filler elaboration along the way. It scores relatively well on
all three Coh-Metrix factors, including the highly weighted syntactic similarity
mean, and its word frequency mean is no doubt helped by the fact that the
text concerns an accessible topic in mental health care, and uses semi-technical
terms rather than highly specialised terminology (Smith and Davies 2018).
Thus Coh-Metrix L2 points to the fact that scientifically oriented writing in

Table : Rankings of the two Coh-Metrix measures for the three sample texts on mental health/
dementia.

Text-type/register of each sample
>>>

Scientific
“ACTIVE”

Journalistic New
Scientist

Administrative
“Fifth Plan”

TERA estimated grade score . . .
Coh-ML: individual
factors

Factor
weight

Scientific Journalistic administrative

Word frequency mean . . . .
Syntactic similarity
mean

. . . .

Content word overlap . . . .
Coh-ML weighted
score

. . .

NB. The Coh-ML values for individual features and the integrated scores are to be read positively: higher scores
represent greater reading ease.

15 The overall easability scores from Coh-Metrix L2 (bottom row of Table 3) are based on the
weightings of the formula documented in McNamara et al. (2014).
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medicine and health can be more accessible to second-language readers than
administrative texts, with their institutional concepts and formal communica-
tive style.

The journalistic text scores well on the syntactic similarity factor, and gets the
most positive score of the three in its mean word frequency. But its rating for
content word overlap is low, much lower than either of the others, and it loses its
edge in the Coh-ML2 weighted score. L2 readers benefit from explicit lexical
cohesion from sentence to sentence, which is found lacking in the journalistic text
despite the familiarity of the words themselves.

The overall score for the administrative text is taken down by its very low
syntactic similarity rating. The sample sentences from it in the Appendix bear
witness to its heavy nominal style, with strings of complex noun phrases to be
digested before the main verb is declared. With its heavy weighting of the syn-
tactic similarity measure, Coh-ML2 registers the problem in the often rather
elaborate prose style of administrative texts, making sentences hard to access for
readers (both L2 and L1). The administrative text’s low score on syntactic simi-
larity is compounded by lexical issues shown in its low word frequency mean
score.

As can be seen, Coh-ML2 offers useful insights into what really counts for
communicatingwithL2 readers, providing in-depthanalysis ofhow thewordingof the
text would affect their access to its meaning. Those whose knowledge of English is
primarily spoken would have trouble with any of the three texts. Their overall eas-
ability scores put them all into the range for advanced readers at the lower end of the
CohMetrix L2 scale. In Crossley et al.’s (2011) research on the easability of news text
written for beginner, intermediate and advanced readers, the Coh-MetrixL2 scores
were respectively 19.95, 16.08 and 12.90 (p.92).

4.2.3 Summary of readability assessments

The four readability tools discussed provide rather different ratings of the dif-
ficulty of the three sample texts. Two of them (Flesch-Kincaid, TERA) find the
New Scientist text appropriate for general readerships, whereas SMOG grades it
at the border between high school and undergraduate reading, and Coh-Metrix
L2 at the advanced L2 reader level. The different scorings and rankings found by
TERA and the Coh-Metrix L2 point to quite different readability issues for L1 and
L2 users of online health information – and the challenge of accommodating
both types of readers in writing health texts. Writing styles that use recurring
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patterns of syntax and overlapping content words are important for L2 readers’
comprehension, though they may prove unattractive for proficient L1 readers.
While corpus-based research on text difficulty or simplicity has some predictive
value of general readability, it leaves open the question of readers’ engagement
with the text, and their ability to extract information from it. This takes us into
sociolinguistic and cognitive aspects of language processing and the usability of
health information online – dimensions of readability that call for experimental
approaches.

5 Findings: usability experiment using eye-
tracking

Theusability experiment complements the readability assessments reported above
by focusing on the user’s experience of accessing health information online. The
eye-tracking records provide visual data on the 30 participants’ individual eye
movements including fixation patterns and quantitative data on their dwell times,
as well as the time taken for each of the information-seeking tasks. Their answers
for each task were logged electronically at the end of each task, and rated for
accuracy. These results were correlatedwith the biodata obtained at the start of the
session, including their use of English as L1 or L2 speakers. Individual comments
made in their post-experiment debriefing supplied some qualitative evaluation of
their website experience.

5.1 Eye-tracked profiles of reading behaviors of L1 and L2
participants

Among the individual profiles of reading a webpage, two contrasting patterns
emerged in participants’ reading of the website’s FAQ list, shown below. They
represent the reading behaviors of an L1 native-English-speaker (Figure 2) and
an L2 non-native-English-speaker (Figure 3), both in a 10 s window of time. The
L1 reader’s eye movements cover much more of the webpage, including most of
the FAQs, as well as menus on the right-hand side and top bar. The dwell times
are relatively short, as shown by the numerous small red circles in Figure 5.1.
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Correlation with the performance data (see Section 5.2) shows this as a pur-
poseful reading style, making selective use of the available structure of the
online page.

The agile reading pattern of Figure 2 differs greatly from that of the L2
reader in Figure 3, whose eye movements are concentrated on the upper section
of the FAQ list. The fixation times are packed together on the same line/ques-
tion, with some regressions and longer dwell times, shown by the larger size of
the blue circles, as if the reader is trying to make sense of the words. Such eye
movements suggest a less proficient reader and the challenges inherent in the
text for them.

Figure 2: Eye-tracking record of L1 speaker’s reading pattern.
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The two reading profiles shown above reflect the different levels of reading
proficiency shown by an L1 participant and an L2 participant. They also highlight a
significant problem in the design of this not-untypical FAQ list, which consists of a
long list of question-issues in no particular order – a problemmentioned by some of
the L1participants in their debriefing. Skilled readers can skip over irrelevant lines in
the FAQ’s miscellany of topics, whereas L2 readers grapple with different content
words in every line, finding little overlap so that they cannot construct meanings
from line to line. The design of many online FAQ lists needs to be more rigorous in
grouping questions on similar topics, to enhance their accessibility and readability.

5.2 Task-performance data of L1 and L2 participants

Themore and less efficient reading patterns shown in Figures 2 and 3 correlatewith
other measures of the reading performance supplied by the eye-tracking

Figure 3: Eye-tracking records of L2 speaker’s reading pattern.
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equipment. Figure 4 plots the distribution of the participants’ overall scores in
finding the correct answers to the seven tasks set. Figure 5 then plots the overall
times taken by members of the two groups to complete the tasks on the website.

In this summary plot, the set of correctness scores for all participants is shown,
graphed in relation to their status as L1 or L2 speakers. While 9 out of 13 L1
participants scored 100%, only 4 out of 16 L2 participants did so – a difference that
was statistically significant. It provides ameasure of the greater difficulty for L2s in
correctly identifying the health information they were looking for.

Success rate: L1 Native-speakers > L2 Non-native-speakers, (F(1,28) = 6.33, p = 
.018)

Figure 4: Performance data of L1 and L2 groups: their success rates in carrying out the seven
search tasks.

Time on task: L1 Native-speakers < L2 Non-native-speakers, (F(1,27) = 14.94, p = 
.001)

Figure 5: Average time (in milliseconds) taken on the tasks by L1 and L2 participants.
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This plot summarises the set of average times taken by the participants to
complete the experimental tasks: shorter duration by the L1 participants, and
longer duration by the L2 participants. Again, these differences are statistically
significant. These time-based findings align with the eye-tracked reading profiles
for the L1 and L2 readers in Figures 2 and 3. They represent themore efficient use of
eye gaze on the webpage shown by the L1 readers, compared with the slower
movements and more restricted range of the L2 readers’ gaze, in line with Berzak
et al. (2018).

The data returned by this eye-tracking experiment highlights differences in the
amount of information that public users of health websites can access in a given
time. Clear differences emerged in the time taken – and presumably needed – by
the L2 users of the website, in comparisonwith comparably educated L1 users. The
L2 reading profile in Figure 5.2, with its intense concentration on fewer textual
targets, suggests less efficient processing of the readingmaterial needed to resolve
search queries. The experiment underscores the importance of seeking L2 read-
ability analyses for information-rich texts to be included on health websites.

6 Discussion and conclusions

The divergent findings from Flesch-Kincaid, TERA and Coh-Metrix L2 on the
readability of different types of text for L1 and L2 speakers of English, coupled with
the experimental findings on their different reading behaviours, highlight the
needs of the second group in communicating health information online. Yet the
challenges for L2 users of health websites – the longer reading time needed, dif-
ficulties with the wording of the text, less secure identification of information
needed–would apply equally to L1 Australianswith lower levels of literacy, and to
less proficient readers generally. Their collective needs would be addressed by
greater attention to the easability factors in language identified by TERA and Coh-
ML2. Embracing both L1 and L2 groups in an accessible communication initiative
would be a strategic approach to raising the levels of health literacy in Australia.

The experimental debriefings on the usability and design of health websites
provided qualitative feedback on readability for both L2 and L1 readers, in the need
to avoid overly dense blocks of information in screen layout.Meaningful groupings
of topics are important cues to onscreen readers, along with relevant headings.
Visuals should support the text, not be just decorative.

By combining experimental and textual approaches to the accessibility of
information online, we enrich our understanding of the reading process, as well as
the obstacles for different readers to engaging with online text. It brings to light
what makes for more readable websites, and for better ways of evaluating them.
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Appendix

A pair of sample sentences from the texts analysed in Table 2, Figure 1 and Table 3

TEXT 1: from “ACTIVE” ,“Ten-Year Effects of the ACTIVE
Cognitive Training Trial on Cognition and Everyday Functioning
in Older Adults”

Therefore, our results regarding the effects of cognitive training interventions are
likely robust. We note that the evaluation of the effect of booster training is limited
because the two groups of interest (booster trained and non-booster trained) are
not comparable.

TEXT 2: from “Defying Dementia” (New Scientist, April 2017)

When these types of shifts happen, or memory or cognitive problems begin to
interfere with daily life, it’s time to consult a doctor. Healthcare professionals have
tools to help catch problems early.

Text 3: from “Fifth Plan: The Fifth National Mental Health and
Suicide Prevention Plan”

Examples of supporting on-going and active involvement of consumers and carers
include collaboration on design and planning, implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of policies and actions, as well as capacity building among organisa-
tions that support consumer and carer participation and recognition of the
contribution of consumers and carers to the Fifth Plan implementation supported
by paid participation. A strength of the National Mental Health Strategy has been
the routine development of plans within the states and territories over the last two
decades that seek to drive improvements in mental health service delivery and
mental health outcomes.
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